dahlia
growing guide

Soil Preperation
Dahlias grow in most soil types. It is a good idea to dig in composted animal
manure over winter. Sheep and cow manure is preferable as poultry and pig manure
needs to be used sparingly as they are higher in nitrogen and can damage the
developing root system of plants, mushroom compost is a great alternative.
It is also beneficial to grow a green crop of oats, wheat or legumes that is dug in
prior to planting. This improves the level of organic manner of in the soil. If you
aren't able to grow a green crop or use animal manure chemical fertilizers are a good
substitute (or in addition to animal manure), and in general any complete fertilizer
will provide good plants and blooms. Slow release fertilizer can be added at the time
of planting and repeated when the first buds appear.
Dahlias need a balance of Nitrogen, Potassium and Phosphorus. But be careful not
to apply a fertilizer that is high in nitrogen as too much nitrogen equals too much
growth, not many blooms, and can affect the keeping quality of your tubers.
Chemical fertilizers with a N-P-K of 8-4-8 is recommended. Weekly applications of a
weak seaweed solution such as seasol is good for promoting root development once
growth appears. A good term to think of is weakly weekly.
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Planting
In the home garden the best place to plant dahlias is in a location that gets morning
sun and afternoon shade, and as a general rule the best time to plant is around
Melbourne Cup Day. This is to ensure that any chance of frost has passed and the
ground has warmed.
In subtropical climates such as Qld tubers can be planted even as early as September
in the frost free coastal areas. This means plants will bloom faster but as they will be
in flower during the hot summer months the quality of the flowers is reduced. To
escape the heat exhibitors in these regions plant in December for march flowering.
If your tubers start to sprout in storage you can plant them early but if you get a
frost you risk them getting damaged. Your alternative to this is cutting off the shoot
(leaving a small amount attached to the tuber so it can reshoot) and planting the
cutting in a mix of vermiculite and peat (some people use course sand). This cutting
will grow into a plant and create its own tuber if cared for properly.
As dahlias grow they either need to be supported with a stake or trellis. Stakes need
to be placed before you plant your tubers so you don't damage them. Plant your
tubers horizontal with the eye of the tuber approx 5cm away from the stake and at a
depth of 10cm. If you prefer to use a trellis, place the first row of wire roughly 10cm
from the ground then space your rows 30cm apart after that. If you are growing in
a high rainfall area raised beds are good idea to reduce rotting and plant loss.
At the time of planting if the soil is moist no watering in required. although if the
soil is quite dry water them in a bit, and then they do not need watering until the
shoots appear.
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General Care
Dahlia shoots can be very tasty to snails and slugs so snail bait is a good idea to protect your
plants.
When your plants have about 4/5 sets of leaves it is a great idea to pinch out the top growing
point. You may have to wait slightly longer for blooms but this encourages your plants to
branch out and as a result you will get more flowers.
Cutting flowers with at least 2 sets of leaves on the stem will encourage more growth and
help sustain blooms till the end of the season. It is also important if you aren't picking the
flowers to regularly deadhead the spent flowers to keep your plants blooming. Pick the
flowers with a 45 degree angle cut and place straight in fresh water. The best times of day to
pick are early morning or in the evening when it is cooler.
For watering dahlias a dripper system has been proven to work extremely well but if this is
unacheivable watering thoroughly with a hose work as well. We have found that watering
for short bursts throughout the day reduces the level of sunburnt buds and the amount of
water runoff. Mulching is also very useful in reducing evaporation and even helps with weed
control (We use Pea Straw). If you are hand watering, watering late afternoon is best as then
your plants have overnight to recover.
Depending on your type of soil and the level of rainfall you get you may be able to leave
your dahlias in the ground without digging each year. Heavy soil and High rainfall can
contribute to tubers rotting if you choose not to dig. If you leave them in it is still
recommended to dig and divide every couple of years to get the most amount of flowers
from your plants.
Please keep in mind that you don't have to do all these things. Dahlias and bulbs in general
can tolerate a bit more that you think, but the more love and attention you can give them
the better they will flourish. If you would like more detailed info about growing specific to
your local area, your local dahlia society is a great resource.
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